5.1 Conclusions

As the last part of this thesis, the researcher describes some conclusions related to the research.

In the process of a child language production, the children were able to know the well the function of the words, and they could acts as what the words means, even though some words are still unclear yet.

From the data obtained above, the child starts to communicate with adult or surrounding. The children show a significant development on word-utterances/speech produced during the three month. From the interview with the parents, it is found that the child was trying to kinetics development. Basically, children acquire the language by their natural schemes. It means that parents and the family should adapt their language to their children’s development without paying attention to the language structure, in order that the language can be understood by the children, as the parents and the family in making communication with their children.

5.2 Suggestions

After describing the conclusions above, the next step will be the suggestions which related of the research.

In developing the children’s language production, parents have to guide their children in learning to talk as much as possible when the children more active in having communication with their environment.
Generally children do not want to speak even a word to everybody they do not know before, so to make communication running well, it is suggested to everybody to make an approach by knowing the children behavior.

This study is just simple complicated research, and the results might be different if conducted to other subjects in other area. The knowledge about children language production on language acquisition should be informed to parents in general because they have to know when and what factors that can influence children ability who are worried about their children.